Sequences of Chandipura virus N and NS genes: evidence for high mutability of the NS gene within vesiculoviruses.
The nucleotide sequence of the 3' end of the genome of Chandipura (CHP) virus, including the complete sequences of the nucleocapsid (N) and phosphoprotein (NS) genes was determined, principally from cloned cDNAs of the N and NS mRNAs. The NS mRNA of CHP virus is 908 bases in length and encodes a protein of 293 amino acids. Comparison of the CHP virus NS protein sequence with those of vesicular stomatitis virus of the New Jersey serotype (VSV (NJ)) and of the Indiana serotype (VSV (IND] revealed homologies of only 23 and 21%, respectively, with no consecutive stretches of more than four amino acids identical among the three sequences. As with the two VSV serotypes, the highest homology between the NS proteins of CHP and VSV was in a 20-amino acid region near the carboxy termini of the proteins. Of the potential phosphorylation sites, there are eight conserved serine or threonine residues among the three sequences. Despite the dissimilarity among primary sequences of the NS proteins, their overall structure, as assessed by amino acid composition and by the relative hydropathicities of the sequences, has been conserved throughout evolution. The N mRNA of CHP virus is 1291 bases long and encodes a protein of 422 amino acids. In contrast to the NS protein, the CHP N protein is at least 50% homologous to the N proteins of each of the VSV serotypes. We have identified a region near the center of these N protein sequences which is conserved among members of both the rhabdovirus and paramyxovirus families. This extent of conservation of the N protein sequences underscores the high rate of mutability of the NS protein sequences among the vesiculoviruses.